Data were alignments of intron sequences from 470 orthologous human, chimpanzee and macaque protein coding genes obtained from Ensembl release 50. We analysed the alignments with the nucleotide GTR model. In Fig. S1 we demonstrate a significant relationship between maximum likelihood estimates of the r C↔G parameter with alignment GC%. The correlation betweenr C↔G and GC% was tested using Kendall's τ .
S2. Estimates of ω from primate introns vary with composition
Real mutation processes are much more complex than those used in our simulation study. For instance, evidence from vertebrates indicates a substantial proportion of mutations depend upon flanking nucleotides [2, 4, 7] , on transcription [6] and local recombination rate [1, 5] . Many of these mutagenic influences exhibit spatial heterogeneity within genomes [4] , and this variation in neutral processes has been associated with the striking compositional differences between genomic regions [3] . As shown above, this variation in neutral processes does affect nucleotide substitution model parameter estimates (Fig. S1 ). Because of this complexity, we evaluated whether the models were robust to evolutionary forces operating on real sequences that do not encode proteins.
We chose primate intronic sequences for assessment of model robustness to the complexity of neutral evolutionary processes for three reasons. First, introns have a mutation environment closely matching their flanking exons. The complex array of mutagenic influences affect both exons and their adjacent intronic sequences. These include context-dependent substitution processes which result in trinucleotide frequencies being significantly non-multiplicative. They also include the influence of biased gene conversion, which has been argued to contribute to overestimation of ω [1, 5] . Second, intron sequence evolution is not affected by selective constraint for codon usage or protein coding content. Third, the proportion of intronic sequences known to be functional is relatively modest [8] . Data were the same alignments of intron sequences described above. The intron alignments were treated as if they were in-frame protein coding sequences. Sequence regions Figure S1 An example nucleotide substitution rate parameter that varies by composition. Data were primate intron alignments. GC% -the mean G+C nucleotide percentage from an alignment;r C↔G -MLE of the relative rate of C/G transversions estimated from an alignment under the nucleotide GTR model.
likely to evolve in a non-point mutation like manner, including indels, were removed. Results from analysis of these alignments, which evolve in a 'neutral' manner with respect to their hypothetical protein coding content, with the CF tri,GTR , NF tri,HKY and CNF tri,HKY forms are shown in Fig. S2a . These models showed stronger sensitivity ofω to GC% than those presented in the main manuscript. We further considered the consistency of the LR statistic quantiles with the expected quantile distribution under the null (ω = 1). All models exhibited striking departures from the expected distribution Fig. S2b . Figure S2 The model variants for whichω was most biased by GC%. Data were from primate intron alignments. 
S3. Sensitivity of ω NF to non-multiplicative codon frequencies
The NF model form has equilibrium frequency vectors that are multiplicative. Departures from this condition are then expected to cause parameter estimates under NF to be biased. This is demonstrated in the main manuscript for simulated data. We now evaluate whether this effect is evident in real biological sequences by comparing a measurement of the non-multiplicative nature of codon frequencies against a measure of their discordance in estimates of ω. We were specifically interested in establishing the consequence of failing to account for non-multiplicative π and not the difference between CNF and NF due to their handling of stop codons. We therefore compared the CNF × model, rather than NF, with CNF. This comparison ensures differences inω arise solely from specification of π. We used a LR as a measure of the discordance between the MLE of ω from the multiplicative (ω CN × ) and non-multiplicative (ω CN ) CNF model forms. Theω CN was obtained by maximising the likelihood of a CNF GTR model where the codon frequencies were estimated directly from the alignment. Theω CN × was obtained by maximising the likelihood of a CNF ×,GTR model where the codon frequencies were calculated from the alignment nucleotide frequencies. Discordance was measured under the CNF GTR model. Specifically, we constrained ω CN =ω CN × and maximised the likelihood. The standard LR statistic was then computed between this constrained model and the unconstrained
The resulting LR was employed as a measure of the discordance in ω arising from assuming multiplicative π. We used the χ 2 statistic from the standard goodness-of-fit test as a measure of the departure from multiplicative codon frequencies. Scatter plots between the statistics measuring discordance and non-multiplicative codon frequencies are shown in Fig. S3 . The association between these statistics was tested using Kendall's τ .
For comparability, we computed discordance between ω estimated under the CF form with that estimated under CNF in an analogous manner to that described above. In this case, the multiplicative CNF ×,GTR model was replaced by CF HKY and ω CN × by ω CF . The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. S4 . Figure S3 Sensitivity of ω to non-multiplicative codon frequencies. The LR(ω CNF =ω CNF× ) measures the effect of not-accounting for non-multiplicative codon frequencies. χ 2 (multiplicative) measures the extent to which observed codon frequencies were non-multiplicative. The calculation of the statistics is described in the text. Figure S4 Discordance ofω CNF andω CF . We modified the discordance measure described in Fig. S3 , replacing the CNF ×,GTR model with CF HKY andω CNF× byω CF .
